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SUSTAINABLE TIMBER INDUSTRY 
Matter of Public Interest 

THE SPEAKER (Mr Riebeling): Today I received a letter from the Leader of the Opposition seeking to debate 
as a matter of public interest the following motion - 

That this House supports the retention of a sustainable timber industry as essential to the economic and 
social fabric of south west communities. 

If sufficient members agree to this motion, I will allow it. 

[At least five members rose in their places.] 

The SPEAKER:  The matter shall proceed on the usual basis. 

MR BARNETT (Cottesloe - Leader of the Opposition) [2.37 pm]:  I move the motion.   

This matter of public interest asks that the House support the retention of a sustainable timber industry as an 
essential part of the economic and social fabric of south west communities.  This industry has a long history.  
The native timber industry in this State dates back more than 100 years.  It has been important to the 
development of the south west and continues to be important both economically and socially to south west 
communities, families, individuals and businesses.  The industry has a current production value at the mill gate 
of some $250 million.  It is estimated that in terms of direct and indirect employment, service industries and the 
like, some 150 000 people depend upon this industry in one way or another.  Forest conservation also has a long 
history that goes back some 70 years, when the first areas were conserved for long-term preservation and 
protection.  The forest estate that has emerged over the past 70 years includes water catchments, national parks, 
conservation and nature reserves and state forest.   

Over the past 25 or so years, there has been significant debate about the forest industry and the forests.  Until the 
mid-1970s, most of that debate centred on whether forest should be conserved or whether it could be cleared, 
essentially for agricultural purposes.  In more recent times, the debate has veered more to the use of forest areas.  
Indeed, debate in recent times has concerned old-growth and regrowth forests, woodchipping, clear-felling, 
select cutting and the like.  That has been a public and sometimes decisive and emotional debate. 

The policy approach that has served this State since the 1970s has generally been bipartisan in nature.  That 
bipartisan approach has been reflected in successive forest management plans, including the more recent 
development of the Regional Forest Agreement.  The Regional Forest Agreement process began in 1992, and the 
original commitment was signed by then Prime Minister Paul Keating and Western Australian Premier Carmen 
Lawrence.  The RFA process dates back to 1992.  It was a process that at the time had bipartisan political 
support and was based on internationally accepted definitions of the scientific methodologies of the management 
of native forests. 

In May 1999, the Labor Party state conference adopted a policy of stopping the logging of old-growth forest 
from 2004.  That signified a break in what had been a bipartisan position on forests.   

Dr Gallop:  That is not true - you opposed the Shannon River park.  

Mr BARNETT:  At that point, there was a break in the bipartisan position.  The 18 months leading up to and 
including the election campaign was a divisive and disruptive period for the timber industry and south west 
communities.  Those communities still face division.  The RFA process became unfairly discredited in the public 
eye.  It was a victim of that process.  Science gave way to emotion in many parts of the debate.  The debate 
became emotionally charged.  The long and ongoing debate between conservation interests and the timber 
industry boiled over into the community.  It was a disruptive and damaging period for the State, the timber 
industry and the south west.  It put timber industry workers against conservationists.  That was a fact leading up 
to the election.  During the election campaign, the Labor Party, particularly the current Premier, campaigned 
strongly on a platform of saving old-growth forests.  It was a major plank of the Australian Labor Party’s 
policies.  We recognise that it was a plank, that forests were a major issue during the campaign, and that the 
Labor Party won the election and, therefore, the debate on forests.  It won the campaign.  That is a reality. 

The Liberal Party acknowledges that the community of today, a modern and educated society, places a higher 
value on conservation than did previous generations.  Conservation values are more widely recognised and held 
in higher regard by a broader section of the community than was the case in the past.  I do not mean that to 
discredit the many committed conservationists of years gone past.  We also recognise that the community wants 
forests preserved.  There is no doubt about that.  However, does that same community also wish for the 
destruction of the timber industry in Western Australia?  Does it wish for the destruction of south west 
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communities, jobs, families and livelihoods?  I do not believe it does.  My own view, which I have held for a 
long time, is that most people in the community want to be reassured that our magnificent native forests, 
particularly the karri forests - which are the icon - will be preserved for their future enjoyment, and for the 
enjoyment of their children and grandchildren.  They want to be confident that large areas of quality, mature, 
diversified forest will be reserved and protected for future generations.  In my judgment, that is what the 
community wants.  It does not want industries, families, jobs or communities to be destroyed. 

The pertinent question is: where to from here?  We are no longer in an election environment.  It is time for level-
headed thinking.  Perhaps we will be able to return to a broader, more cooperative approach to forest 
management.  It is time to do that.  There is no election in the wings.  We should try to take the emotion out of 
the issue and reflect on what happened in the lead-up to and during the election campaign.  We should consider 
what is happening in the south west and how we can move towards a more cooperative, certain and balanced 
future for all concerned - the timber industry, conservationists, south west communities and Perth residents.  My 
appeal is that we apply some balance and commonsense and strive for certainty in the industry and south west 
communities.  Perhaps we might then return to a bipartisan position on forests. 

The objectives are to, first, preserve the forests, especially the old-growth forests, for the future.  

Dr Gallop:  All of them?  

Mr BARNETT:  Second, we need to sustain a viable timber industry, albeit a timber industry based on a smaller 
volume of native hardwood; and, third, we need to manage the transition taking place.  Those are the three 
important objectives: preserve our forests for the future; sustain a viable timber industry, albeit one based on a 
smaller volume of timber; and manage the transition process.   

It is probable that our forest has been overcut over the past 100 years.  Foresters probably would not agree with 
me.  People want to know that the forest will be preserved for future generations.  We are starting to regrow and 
rebuild the forests.  That cannot be done overnight.  Trees take a long time to grow.  That process might require 
the acquisition of more land and vesting of reserves, as happened under the previous Government and will 
happen under this Government.  If the forests have been overcut - have been placed under too much stress and 
have had too much timber removed from them - over the past 100 years, we should aim to reverse that over the 
next 100 years.  It will take that long.  That is what people want to be reassured about.  Those are the cooperative 
bipartisan policies they look for.  It is fair that we, as a Parliament, should tackle and address the issue in a 
rational, calm way. 

I remind members - this is not an apologetic statement - that this process of change and transition has been under 
way on a number of fronts for a long time.  It preceded the coalition Government, although it was accelerated 
during its term.  The difference is that it has now been accelerated further.  The process was under way.  
Successive Governments responded to changing community values and aspirations.  That response heightened 
the awareness and value of conservation.  The process of building the conservation estate and forestry reserves - 
in whatever form - has a 70-year history.  It was not invented by the past coalition Government or this 
Government.  It has been developing progressively for 70 years.  For the record, some 920 000 hectares of forest 
were put into that conservation estate by my colleague the member for Kingsley during the term of the coalition 
Government, and during the election campaign she made commitments on behalf of the coalition to add a further 
150 000 hectares.  The process was accelerated during the term of the previous coalition Government.   

I turn now to the volume of timber taken from the forest - the timber cut.  In 1989, at the time of a Labor 
Government, the karri cut was 236 000 cubic metres.  In 2000, at the end of the coalition Government, that cut 
was 168 000 cubic metres.  It had been substantially reduced.  During the election campaign, the coalition 
committed to further reduce the cut to 50 000 cubic metres in 2003.  During the term of the coalition 
Government, and including its commitment to 2003, the cut for the karri forest was reduced to less than a quarter 
of what it was in 1989.  That has been lost in the public debate.  I recognise that this Government might go 
further; however, the previous Government reduced the karri cut to less than a quarter of what it was when it 
came to power.  In 1992, again at the time of a Labor Government, 520 000 cubic metres of jarrah were cut.  In 
2000, toward the end of the coalition Government, the cut was reduced to 330 000 cubic metres.  The 
commitment for 2003 was 286 000 cubic metres.  

During the period the coalition was in government the jarrah cut was reduced to half and the karri cut was 
reduced to a quarter.  This Government is accelerating that process further.  It is part of a transition that has been 
going on for some time.   

Value adding is important and it should be part of the debate.  Timber should be allocated to high-value uses.  
There is a sense of public outrage about timber being chipped and being used for rail sleepers and the like, and I 
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know there are arguments about the quality of logs, but the community does not accept that.  This issue is about 
finding timber and pricing and allocating logs into high-value uses, and it is also about ensuring that that timber, 
once in the mill, is value added and put to the highest possible use.  In 1994, 44 per cent of the jarrah resource 
was value added, and five years later, in 1999, the figure had gone up to 68 per cent.  That movement down the 
value-adding path was well under way. 

The other major structural change has been the emergence of plantation timbers.  Obviously with a lot of low-
value timber use we must substitute the native hardwoods with plantation hardwoods.  That process is under 
way.  In 1999, 50 000 tonnes of chips were produced from plantations.  These trees had already been in the 
ground for up to 10 years.  The estimate for 2002 is 750 000 tonnes.  As the Minister for Resources 
Development, I was involved in a plantation project at Albany.  That project goes into production in September 
next year and by 2007 will, by itself, produce twice the amount of blue gum chips as was produced by the entire 
native hardwood industry.  One plantation project alone will more than double the production of the entire native 
hardwood chip industry.  

Sometimes people put up employment in tourism as an alternative to forest industry employment.  Tourism will 
never fill that void.  It can make a significant contribution, but it will never fill the void.  It is not realistic to 
expect it to do so.  Eco-tourism is recognised, including the Tree Top Walk at Walpole and future projects that 
will follow. 

To get down to the nitty gritty, what does it all mean?  Part of the reason for the confusion about this debate, 
exploited publicly and politically by the Labor Party - and I do not say that unkindly - revolves around the issue 
of old-growth forests.  Old-growth forest has an internationally recognised definition, of which I am sure many 
members in this Chamber are aware.  Old-growth forest is forest that is ecologically mature and has been 
subjected to negligible unnatural disturbances such as logging, road construction and clearing.  Old-growth 
forest is a mature forest.  What comes into the minds of many people in the community when referring to “old-
growth forest” are terms such as: pristine forests, thousand-year-old forests, pre-European forests and forests that 
have never been touched.  However, the definition refers to mature forests.  A karri tree grows to maturity in 
120-odd years.  Karri trees have comfortably broken through the soil and grown to maturity since European 
settlement.  Mature old-growth forest does not necessarily mean it has to be pre-European forest.  I do not have 
any argument with the definition, but that is the point: it is about mature forest. 

In the past some of what was correctly classified as old-growth forest has been cut.  This Government intends 
creating new national parks on 12 000 hectares of regrowth, because it is fine forest.  I do not have any argument 
with that, but it is not old-growth in the eyes of the public.  Some old-growth that has been cut and some 
regrowth, which is now mature, is regarded as worth preserving.  I do not dispute the definition or those 
decisions, but there is a sense of understanding of old-growth in the public eye and mind which is not the reality 
of the forestry definition.  That has been exploited and has added some confusion. 

In a press release from the Minister for the Environment, it is indicated that the Labor Government intends that 
from 2003 the karri cut will be 40 000 cubic metres and the jarrah cut will be 140 000 cubic metres.  That is a 
substantial reduction.  The Liberal Party will support the preservation of old-growth forests. 

Dr Gallop:  Say that again: you will support this policy? 

Mr BARNETT:  Mr Speaker, I am trying to explain an issue that deserves a bit of rational, calm debate.  We 
believe, from going down to the south west and talking to people in the timber industry and the conservation 
area, that we can preserve old-growth forests for future generations - which is what the community wants - and 
at the same time avoid the devastation of the timber industry.  I concede that the change will now be quicker than 
it would have been had we been returned to government.  We accelerated the transition on all fronts in the 
industry, but the Labor Party is accelerating it even further.  I contend that this Government is doing it too hard 
and too fast, and it might be time for a little bit of moderation.  We are not disputing the policy; we are saying, 
“Ease back; show a bit of moderation; be a bit flexible; show a bit of compassion and a bit of understanding.” 

Dr Gallop:  If you want to preserve old-growth - 

Mr BARNETT:  I do not have much time.  We believe this Government can achieve its objective of protecting 
and preserving old-growth karri and jarrah forests, and we believe that at the same time it can retain a viable 
native timber industry, albeit on a much reduced scale.  It needs to allow a bit more flexibility and a little more 
time for the industry, the people, the workers, the families and the communities to adjust.  That is not an 
unreasonable request.  We are talking about a watershed.  We are talking about turning around perhaps 100 years 
of over-cutting and starting to rebuild the native forests, and it is not necessary to do it overnight.  There is scope 
for a bit of commonsense, flexibility and sensitivity.  
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From my point of view, and after talking to people within the Liberal Party and people in the south west, it 
should be very achievable to preserve old-growth karri and still have a cut of at least 50 000 cubic metres, as was 
the policy outlined by the former Minister for the Environment.  The absolute upper limit would be 60 000 cubic 
metres.  The figure will probably be very close to 50 000 in reality, but it will be within that range.  I believe this 
Government can achieve a cut of 50 000 cubic metres of karri, and that is not very different from the 40 000 
cubic metres it is talking about.  As part of its forest management plan, this Government should try to achieve 
that. 

The Labor Party is talking about a jarrah cut of 140 000 cubic metres.  My understanding of the advice I have 
received is that it is possible to achieve a jarrah cut of at least 160 000 cubic metres.  I believe a cut within a 
range of 160 000 to 180 000 cubic metres is achievable.   

Dr Gallop:  But you know the process. 

Mr BARNETT:  This Government has also brought forward the forest management plan.  That is a good thing, 
but it now needs to manage the transition.  It should aim for a cut of at least 50 000 cubic metres of karri and at 
least 160 000 to 180 000 cubic metres of jarrah.  The industry will still go through trauma, there will still be 
massive job losses and dislocation, but with those numbers the industry will have a chance to survive - indeed it 
will survive.  This Government now has a responsibility: it won the debate, it won the election and it now has the 
responsibility of managing the change carefully and compassionately.  

MR OMODEI (Warren-Blackwood) [2.58 pm]:  It is with some sadness that I participate in this debate because 
right now I am seeing my communities disintegrate around me.  People who have been in the timber industry for 
generations - mums and dads and sons who have been working in the south west ever since settling in this State - 
are losing their jobs.  What concerns me is that not one cent has been spent in the Manjimup and Pemberton 
communities since the election.  I will not talk about Greenbushes and Nannup - they are achievements of the 
previous Government - but I want to paint members a picture.  So far 115 people have lost their jobs and more 
than 22 businesses have been affected, either by people exiting the business or agreeing to cease operations.  By 
Christmas time, if the Pemberton mill goes down to one shift, a third of the breadwinners will be out of work.   

It is interesting to note that on the other side of the House only about 10 members of the Labor Party are 
listening to this debate.  I do not know where everybody has gone.  This is a matter of public interest and they 
may be embarrassed about this issue.  I want to mention some of the things that the Chamber of Commerce and 
Industry in Manjimup has indicated to me in the past couple of days.   

A local hotel that has been under the same ownership for the last 10 years has closed, two restaurants have 
closed, a dozen shops are vacant in Manjimup, local businesses are battling to pay their rents, and many 
organisations are putting pressure on landlords.  The Government has not delivered one good news item.  People 
are not investing in the area.  Business has dropped by up to 50 per cent.  The Chamber of Commerce and 
Industry claims that all businesses in the area are indirectly related to the timber industry.  So far only $1 million 
has been committed to the sky jetty project, so possibly that project will not even get up.  The Government has 
promised no cuts to services in the district, yet we have a report that the district office of the Department of 
Education should be amalgamated with that in Bunbury.  Land prices are dropping.  The only houses that are 
selling are those involving the $7 000 for first homebuyers.   

I cannot mention a number of other issues because I will run out of time, but a whole range of industries are 
shedding jobs.  The shire wants to know whether the Government will agree to the Sotico Pty Ltd proposal for 
the restructure of the industry to bring in furniture manufacture.  We do not know where Inglewood Products 
Group has gone.  It was ready to make an announcement the day after the election, had we won. 

We have not heard about log volumes.  I understand that the Minister for Forestry favours 180 000 cubic metres 
of jarrah and between 60 000 and 70 000 cubic metres of karri.  I wonder what is happening from that point of 
view.  He knows that the issue is far more complex than it appeared when he first became the minister.  To make 
those towns survive, we need those kinds of volumes.  Small millers are being given the ultimatum of either 
making an exit or not getting the volume after 2003. 

Dr Edwards:  Nonsense. 

Mr OMODEI:  It is a fact.   

Dr Edwards:  It is not.  I met with them recently. 

Mr OMODEI:  I am very sorry, but the minister is out of touch yet again. 

Promises have been made for sport and recreation facilities.  Commitments have been made for schools and so 
on.  Those have not been delivered.  In the meantime, the Government has put 12 000 hectares of regrowth forest 
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into proposed national parks.  I could name them all.  I have the names and number of blocks in front of me but I 
do not have time to mention them all. 

I want to remind the Government that, first, there is great hardship in those communities, and secondly, there is a 
lack of money hitting the ground.  The Government has spent no money at all on job creation projects in the 
Manjimup and Pemberton districts.  I make a plea on behalf of small millers: if the Government sticks with the 
volumes it has agreed to, small millers will have to exit the industry.  Some 20 000 cubic metres have been 
committed to Nannup and 23 000 to Greenbushes.  The rest of the volume of jarrah must cater for Dean Mill, 
Yarloop in John Bradshaw’s electorate, Collie, the two mills in Dwellingup, plus a host of other small mills in 
Busselton and other places around the south west. 

This is very important: yes, the Government won the election, and part of the debate was about forests, but the 
people who made their decision based on forests did not want the people in forest communities to be hurt; they 
wanted them to be looked after. 

Dr Gallop:  That is why we built in proper management plans. 

Mr OMODEI:  The Premier and the Labor Government have ignored management plans that have had bipartisan 
support for two decades.  That is a fact.  The Premier has not even had the guts to go down there and face the 
people - the gutless wonder! 

Dr Gallop:  I have been there many times.  You are pathetic.  You resort to personal abuse every time there is a 
debate in this Parliament. 

The ACTING SPEAKER:  Order!   

MR MASTERS (Vasse) [3.04 pm]:  In a media release dated 6 July of this year, the Minister for the 
Environment stated - 

The State Government has listened to the community’s desire to protect our old-growth forests . . .  

It is important when considering the future of the south west timber communities that we recognise that to 
protect our old-growth and other forests, we must do much more than simply not log those areas.  It is important, 
therefore, that in the forthcoming budget, serious amounts of money are provided for the management of issues 
such as fire, weeds, feral animals, dieback and people. 

DR EDWARDS (Maylands - Minister for the Environment and Heritage) [3.05 pm]:  I thank Opposition 
members for moving this motion.  I want to thank them - in particular the Leader of the Opposition - for their 
considered comments.  However, I am now confused.  It is clear that the motion has been moved because of our 
policy to stop logging in old-growth forests.  I am now very unclear about the Liberal Party’s policy.  The local 
Press in Nedlands and the Manjimup-Bridgetown Times have reported that the Leader of the Opposition is 
alleged to have said that a case could be made for some logging in old-growth forests.  That is not what I am 
hearing this afternoon; I am hearing quite a shift from that position.  We would like some clarification from the 
Leader of the Opposition of the Opposition’s policy.  He has a minute or two remaining, and we look forward to 
that. 

We listened to the people.  We watched the Regional Forest Agreement process.  It did become discredited.  We 
think it is unfortunate that it became discredited, but from our point of view there are lessons to be learnt and 
questions of whether to put changes into place. 

Mr Omodei:  You are responsible for it. 

Dr EDWARDS:  I thank the member for thinking I had that power.  I am surprised that he would ever say that. 

For those reasons, before the last election we put out a balanced policy that said we would be protecting old-
growth forests.  Even before we were sworn in, logging in old-growth forests had ceased. 

The other part of our policy was about timber industry development.  It contained large sections laying out how 
we would manage the change and what needed to happen.  We recognised in opposition and recognise in 
government that the problem is complex.  It is fine on the one hand to say that we will achieve this lofty 
environmental goal; but, on the other hand, we must look at the industry and manage the people through the 
change.  We said that we were clear.  As the motion says, we said that we believe there can be a sustainable 
timber industry.  In fact, we said that we believe there can be a sustainable timber industry in the native forest.  
“Sustainable” is the key word.  We committed $57 million to help make those changes. 

Mr Omodei:  Over how many years? 

Dr EDWARDS:  When we got to government we realised that we need to commit an extra $66 million. 
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Mr Omodei:  Over how many years? 

Dr EDWARDS:  Over four years.  We now have a package of $123 million to implement the process.  That is a 
huge sum of money given the budget constraints we are under and all the other priorities. 

Let me talk about some aspects of the package.  Part of the package is $26.5 million for industry attraction and 
industry development.  If the member is serious about this, he should go and talk to Wilson Tuckey.  Letters and 
officials are going back and forth.  His approach is softening.  We need that money to help us to put in the rest of 
the industry development money.  We want to see job-rich, high-value-adding manufacturing industries put into 
the south west.  I believe that everybody wants to see that.  It is a follow-on from what the previous Government 
was doing. 

However, unlike the previous Government, we are delivering.  The former Minister for the Environment, the 
member for Kingsley, in May 1999 went to the workers in Nannup and said, “Don’t worry, boys.  The money is 
coming.  You’ll have jobs.”  The years 1999 and 2000 passed and the election of 2001 came.  When it came to 
February 2001, what did we find: all the work had been done but the poor people of Nannup were left hanging.  
They came to us in panic before the election.  I saw them.  The then Government could not even complete that 
part of it.  I spoke with people from M and B Sales Pty Ltd in the 24 hours before the election.  They were rather 
worried that we were going to win. It was then we discovered that those opposite had not got their act together. 
An agreement was not signed off until we got to government. 

Several members interjected. 

The ACTING SPEAKER:  Order!   

Dr EDWARDS:  They had to wait for a Labor Government to deliver what they had been asking for and what 
the now Opposition had said in May 1999 they would have when the RFA change occurred.  Unlike opposition 
members, we will not be backflipping and ducking and diving all over the place.  We have a very clear policy 
which we will be sticking to.   

I turn now to other issues.  The Government is continuing the work that the previous Government started with 
Professor Ferguson looking at ecologically sustainable forest management.  The Government is also looking at 
the process, and it wants to get people involved in that.  The Leader of the Opposition agreed that there must be 
more discussion, a better understanding about what is happening, and a greater unity of purpose.  The 
Government has set up a round table, and the warring parties have been invited to come to that table to discuss 
these issues.   

Mr Omodei interjected.   

Dr EDWARDS:  It is the Leader of the Opposition who has said that all these people must come together to try 
to understand what is happening.  I think the Government has been sold a pup today.  The Leader of the 
Opposition is trying to float the proposition that his party has a new policy, and the member for Warren-
Blackwood is off on his own tangent.  I would like to know what the Opposition’s policy is.  I would also like to 
know why the member for Nedlands is not in the Chamber, when she was elected on the platform of stopping 
logging in old-growth forests.  There has also been much controversy in the Nedlands electorate about her policy 
on this matter.   

The Government is going through a very wide-ranging consultation process to bring forward the forest 
management plan.  It will bring forward this plan for a good reason; that is, to ensure sustainable forest 
management.   

Mr Omodei interjected.   

Dr EDWARDS:  The member for Warren-Blackwood is so cynical; I feel sorry him.   

Mr Omodei:  Don’t feel sorry for me.   

Dr EDWARDS:  I do!  How can the member for Warren-Blackwood be that cynical?   

The Government has brought in a new deal, and it has contracts in place until the end of 2003.  The Government 
is actively talking to industry.  The other day we met and talked about this matter with a small group of people, 
and we are progressing the issue.  The Government has also set up all sorts of community consultative processes 
that are being rolled out at the moment.   

The Government is also looking at particular communities.  I turn now to what the Government is doing in the 
member for Warren-Blackwood’s electorate.  The Government has looked in great detail at the Warren-
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Blackwood action statement.  In case the member is not aware - and I do not think he is - I advise that $1 million 
of the $123 million package asked for has been used to implement proposals in the Warren-Blackwood action 
statement.  It includes funding for the Warren-Blackwood economic alliance, the “Where’s Warren” marketing 
campaign, and the provision of youth development officers, which I understand from talking to many people in 
Warren-Blackwood are very important in that area.  Funding is also provided for mental health services.  In 
addition, the Government has put money aside for more full-time equivalent officers to provide counselling 
services for those people who are affected by this change in the region.   

This is a big change.  The Government has responded to the community by stopping the logging of old-growth 
forests.  It has listened to the community and looked at the scientific evidence, but it has also heard the 
arguments about values and, therefore, it has done what the people of Western Australia wanted it to do.  In 
addition, the Government has put $123 million on the table to manage this process.   

Mr Omodei:  Is it true that the forest product planner favours 189 000 cubic metres of jarrah, and 60 000 cubic 
metres of karri?   

Dr EDWARDS:  I appreciate that question.  I think the member for Warren-Blackwood should ask him.  
However, it is my impression that that is what he favours.  The Opposition fails to understand that the 
Government will not have the figures for sustainable yield until completion of the forest management planning 
process, and the Environmental Protection Act assessment.   

Mr Omodei:  That is rubbish! 

Dr EDWARDS:  It is not rubbish.  It is laid out in the Conservation and Land Management Act.  The former 
Minister for Forest Products is showing his ignorance.  It is alarming to think that he does not understand how 
the forest management planning process works.  The forest management planning process is set out by law, and 
the Government is obliged, by law, to go through this process.  The Government has had various models and 
methodologies drawn up and it has gathered much information.  From this, it has released indicative figures of 
140 000 cubic metres for jarrah, and 40 000 cubic metres for karri.  The Leader of the Opposition rightly pointed 
out that the karri figure is close to the former Government’s figure of 50 000 cubic metres.  These are 
conservative, indicative figures and the Government hopes that they will be accurate.  However, the Government 
must go through three stages before a final figure is released.  These stages are the report on ecologically 
sustainable forest management; the forest management planning process itself; and the Environmental Protection 
Authority’s assessment report.  The Government cannot sign the final contracts until all that information has 
been gathered.   

I refute the comment made by the member for Warren-Blackwood about small sawmillers.  To ensure that the 
allocation is distributed in an equitable and fair manner, the Forest Products Commission, together with its 
minister, is working out the best way to allocate the volumes that becomes available after the forest management 
plan is completed.  Some principles are attached to this allocation.  When timber is allocated, it must go to the 
use that adds the highest value.  It must go to areas that are the most job rich.  For that reason, the Government 
has set aside $1 million to begin marketing for the furniture industry, so that there are markets for its products.   

The minister responsible for forest products has met every single small sawmill owner to determine what they 
want and what they think will be the best outcome.  The small number of people applying for business exits 
indicates that people are culturally wedded to this industry, and many of them are keen to stay even if they must 
- and many think they can - survive on tiny volumes.  These issues will be tested because the Government wants 
an industry that is sustainable not only in terms of the environment, but also for the people who work in it.   

Mr Masters:  In my electorate the people who are cutting jarrah are not game to put their hand up to exit the 
industry, because the amount of money paid per cubic metre as compensation will send them broke.  They would 
leave the industry and still have big debts over their heads.   

Dr EDWARDS:  This is passing strange.  I am unclear why people put their hands up when the previous 
government was offering a business exit program.  Any criticism the member is about to make reflects straight 
back on the program of the former Government.   

Mr Masters:  It is not a criticism.  I am simply making the point that if the business exit program is a desirable 
part of the way the Government will manage timber yield, it must provide a realistic figure.  One timber mill in 
my electorate has $650 000 worth of drying kilns, but it will get less than that in compensation if it decides to 
exit the industry.  They will be bankrupt the day they walk out.   

Dr EDWARDS:  I urge the member for Vasse to take that up with the Government, because we have designed a 
business exit program that gives the most help to people in a fair and equitable manner.  Obviously there is 
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uncertainly for the industry and there will be uncertainty until the final figure is known.  Equally, we do not want 
to be in the same position as Victoria when it went through the RFA process; the RFA process members are 
saying is okay.  At the end of that process in Victoria the timber yield was out by a range of about 20 per cent.  It 
is the worst possible scenario to go through the whole process, to have industry all geared up for the new figures 
and then find out the figures are out by a factor of 20 per cent.  The Government is being conservative in its 
indicative yields but that is for a very good reason.  

An article in The West Australian on 26 January 2001 by Peter Robertson from the WA Forest Alliance stated -  

I have seen many forest and other environment policies written by many parties over many years, but 
this 15-page policy document is probably the most carefully thought out, detailed, and, dare one use the 
word, visionary policy I have seen from a major party.  

I believe this is a visionary policy, and I believe that the Government’s action in these difficult economic times 
to put up a further package of $123 million to help the industry, the community, and the workers, is also 
visionary.  I appreciate the level of commitment and support we are getting today from some members of the 
Opposition.   

Amendment to Motion 

Dr EDWARDS:  I move -  

To add after the word “communities” the following -  

and congratulates the Gallop Government for stopping logging in our old-growths forests 

MR BROWN (Bassendean - Minister for State Development) [3.19 pm]:  I support the amendment moved by 
the Minister for the Environment and Heritage.  I welcome the comments of the Leader of the Opposition 
because I interpreted them to mean that he and the Liberal Party now accept that there is a need for - and indeed 
the public of Western Australia want - the preservation of our old-growth forests.  To the extent that he has 
acknowledged that, and said that the Liberal Party now supports that, it reflects a significant change in policy.  It 
is a policy that accords with the policy on which the Government was elected and which it intends to implement.   

The Opposition’s change of policy, so quickly after the election, to fall into line with the Government’s policy, 
but more importantly to express a view that coincides with that of the Government about the preservation of old-
growth forests, is welcome.  If there is agreement on the principle, as there now seems to be, then it is possible to 
work in a cooperative way to find the best way forward.  It is true that the restructuring of the native timber 
industry raises very significant issues for local communities and for people living in the regional areas that are 
affected, particularly because the industry has been in existence for many years and has around it a lifestyle of its 
own. 

The native timber industry, like many other industries, has changed over many years.  When that industry was 
examined 20 or 30 years ago, it was found that employment numbers in that industry were significant.  With the 
use of technology over the years, the number of people employed in the industry has decreased.  Even if there 
were no change to the level of cut and no change of policy for the next 10 or 20 years, that work force would 
continue to decrease because of improvements in technology and the decreasing number of people needed to 
carry out the task.  Consequently, a restructuring would be needed in that industry in the same way that it has 
occurred in many other industries.  The resources industry, which the Leader of the Opposition knows very well, 
has experienced huge restructuring as a result of improvements in technology - 

Mr Barnett:  There is a difference, as you well know from your background.  Most timber industry workers have 
been long-term employees with low levels of education.  They are not structurally, industrially or occupationally 
mobile, unlike workers in the resources industry.  There is a big difference. 

Mr BROWN:  The Leader of the Opposition is correct in part.  However, some long-term mining communities, 
such as Collie, for example, have had had a long association with the mining industry.  Likewise, as the member 
for Cockburn has reminded me, Kalgoorlie is an example of a traditional goldmining industry around which a 
community has been built.  They have seen significant efficiencies in operation introduced and a decline in the 
number of people employed in those industries, and that will continue as a result of further technological change.  
Some companies are now actively working on remote underground mining and if they can achieve that, and it is 
questionable, in five or 10 years time it will have a profound effect on the number of people involved in the 
underground mining industry.  All of those changes affect ordinary people.  They affect people who go to work, 
who support their families and who live in smaller communities and who, when they lose their job, may have to 
move from the area in which they were employed. 

The Government understands clearly the sensitivities involved and the impact that such a change can have on 
individuals and communities.  Therefore, it has made the decision to substantially increase the funding available 
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for the restructuring package that has now been put in place.  One of the criticisms raised by us when we were in 
opposition was the level of compensation that would be made to timber workers who were made redundant.  The 
revised package has increased that level of compensation.  Additionally and most importantly, we have increased 
industry attraction funding for the south west communities, and that has been designed to do two things.  On the 
one hand, it will ensure, as much as possible, that further downstream processing opportunities are made 
available.  The former Government made some advances in this regard and I acknowledge them, but other things 
need to be done.  A good promotion was authorised by the former Deputy Premier, the Minister for Commerce 
and Trade, which involved the furniture industry visiting the United States last year.  Some success came from 
that visit, but it was a first occasion and the industry learnt a great deal from it.  As a result of that experience, 
the industry has realised that some of the designs that it took to the United States did not fit in with what 
Americans wanted and it has since formed an alliance with the University of Western Australia to consider 
redesign.  Recently it has engaged in another mission to the United States to further sell its product.  When we 
were in opposition we made a commitment to assist the furniture industry by setting aside $1 million over four 
years to try and ensure that downstream processing opportunities were made available; and that money will be 
provided.  We have an obligation not only to look for further downstream processing in the timber industry to 
ensure that there are additional jobs, particularly in those areas most affected by the restructuring process, but 
also to find alternative industries in those areas.  I have taken that particular obligation very seriously and it is 
one that is actively being undertaken.  It is not an easy task and no-one is suggesting that it is.   

Mr Barnett:  You know better than most people. 

Mr BROWN:  There is certainly a will and desire to achieve that task.  It is difficult; I am not suggesting 
otherwise.  These sorts of the changes, whenever they occur, are traumatic; we are not denying that. 

Mr Barnett:  You have to trial all those changes, but you know better than most people in this Chamber that if 
you have low-skilled, low-paid and generally low-educated employees who have been in the industry for 20 to 
40 years and are offered a redundancy, which is more money that they have ever seen in their life, they will quite 
logically and rationally take the money - and I do not criticise them at all - and leave the job and the town.  That 
is what is happening now and will continue to happen. 

Mr BROWN:  Obviously some people find that transition difficult.  However, the ages of people must also be 
taken into consideration.  I have spoken to a number of timber workers, particularly some who were near 
retirement age, who have made the decision that if they can get an exit payment from the industry, they will 
continue to live in that area, because they like it.  However, they said that they needed an exit payment in order 
to finalise their personal arrangements and to remain in the location and contribute to the local community. 

The Government is not dealing with this matter flippantly.  This matter has consumed an enormous amount of 
time of a number of ministers collectively and individually.  It is not a decision that has just been made and 
communities have been told that they will have to adjust the best they can.  An enormous amount of money has 
been allocated to this task, and this is an enormous responsibility that we have taken on.  We have reflected - and 
to his credit I think the Leader of the Opposition has also reflected in here today - that the policies we have 
annunciated are in accord with the value systems that are now accepted by the community of Western Australia.  
This is a value change.  It has been coming for some time.  In many instances, government has been behind the 
value shift that has occurred in the community. 

Mr Omodei:  The minister is being too dramatic. 

Mr BROWN:  I understand all of those points that the member has raised.  A range of issues must be addressed 
when people are affected by change, including the pace of that change.  Whenever change occurs quickly, people 
have difficulty adjusting to it.  I take my responsibilities seriously in the processes in which I am involved.  This 
side of the House is committed strongly to ensuring that the policies we implement meet the value systems that 
are expressed by the community of Western Australia.  We are also equally and importantly committed to do our 
very best for the community of the south west.  

DR GALLOP (Victoria Park - Premier) [3.31 pm]:  My mind goes back to a public meeting that was held in 
1999 at Parliament House with representatives of the timber industry in the south west.  They had been 
protesting about their industry and it was their view that the future of the industry needed to be protected.  At 
that public meeting I addressed the assembled representatives and raised two important issues with them: first, 
that change was necessary and inevitable; and second, that we had to manage that change by taking into account 
the interests of those affected.   

At that time I was pilloried by the then Government.  Not long after that it became clear to me and to the Labor 
Party that we had to change our direction on that issue.  We needed to accept that old-growth logging was no 
longer part and parcel of the timber industry in Western Australia and that we should conserve old-growth 
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forests for future generations.  We need to enjoy the biodiversity that exists in those old-growth forests and make 
sure that they are there for future generations.   

Mr Omodei:  For your information, old-growth trees are still being logged now.   

Dr GALLOP:  We are talking about old-growth forests.  The member knows the definition and it was very clear 
to everyone at the last election.  At that meeting I also said that we needed a plan to look after the workers in the 
businesses that would be affected.  The Minister for the Environment and Heritage and I went to New South 
Wales and examined the various plans that had been put in place to protect the workers there, and we brought 
back those plans.  At the time, the member for Kingsley told us that we did not need to do that because no-one 
would be affected by the policies of the former Government. 

Mrs Edwardes:  Nonsense.  

Dr GALLOP:  I can refer the member to the debate in this Parliament.  That was the former Government’s 
attitude.  However, let us move on.  The Labor Party laid down a direction on this issue, made it part of its policy 
and took it to the people.  We are now implementing that policy.  As Premier of this State, I have ensured that 
resources are available to implement that plan properly.  We have allocated $123 million to make sure that the 
workers who are affected are properly protected.  That money will also make sure that exit schemes are available 
and ensure that new investment can go into new industries in that region.  That is the commitment that this 
Government has made.   

My team, including the Minister for the Environment and Heritage, the Minister for State Development, the 
Minister for Forestry and the Minister for the South West have worked very well as a team to make sure that we 
are in front of the game on all of the issues that must be addressed in the south west.  I congratulate them on the 
work they have done.   

Many changes occur in our community that affect jobs.  We could consider the changes that occurred under the 
previous Government when it introduced its privatisation policies.  We could also consider the changes that 
occurred when whaling was stopped in Western Australia.  I visited the old whaling station in Albany recently 
that is now run as a tourist facility via the Jaycees, and it generates sustainable jobs.  It provides more jobs as a 
tourist industry than it did when it serviced the whaling industry.  What is more, because so many whales swim 
along the coast, jobs are now being created for charter boat operators.   

The Labor Party has a vision that is based upon a future for our State without logging old-growth forests.  That 
vision will generate new jobs and opportunities.  However, there will be a transition period and we are sensitive 
to the needs of the people affected.  The Government is working with those communities and individuals that are 
affected.  If the Opposition now says that it accepts our policy to end old-growth logging in Western Australia, 
that is a wonderful step forward for the State.  

MR COWAN (Merredin) [3.34 pm]:  If the Premier has a vision, it would be pleasing to many people in this 
place if he could enunciate it more clearly; most people think that the Government’s vision is blurred.  I will give 
members three examples that concern the forest debate.  To my knowledge, a clear indication has not been given 
about those areas of forest that have been placed in the conservation estate.  A clear indication about those areas 
would enable people to make their own judgment, from what they can see for themselves, about how much of it 
is old-growth forest and how much of it is regenerated forest that does not deserve to be in the conservation 
estate, under whatever definition the Government wishes to put in place.  

Dr Gallop:  It is clear for everyone to see.  It is in the most detailed policy ever put forward.  

Mr COWAN:  We know that it is Labor Party policy; however, we want to know where those areas are so that 
we can make a judgment about whether old-growth forest or part of the regenerated forest is going into the 
conservation estate.  I do not want to dwell on that point.  Having determined what area of forest is left as 
productive forest, what are the sustainable yields and where are the calculations for that?  So far, we have heard 
only about indicative yields. 

Dr Gallop:  That has been done. 

Mr COWAN:  No, it has not been done.  We have heard only about indicative yields.  The real issue concerns 
the matter of adjustment to the industry.  There has been talk about $123 million being made available to help 
industries to adjust.  In the short time that this Government has been in government, there is already doubt about 
the capacity for its word to be taken as gospel.  

Dr Edwards:  Like yours on Nannup. 
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Mr COWAN:  In the short time that I have left I will deal with the issue of Nannup.  No-one will believe that 
$123 million has been allocated until they see that figure in the budget or the appropriation papers.  

Dr Gallop:  I think there is a federal election coming up.  

Mr COWAN:  Of course there is a federal election coming up; what a nonsensical statement to make!  The 
Premier knows there will be one, as does everybody else.  

Dr Gallop:  I think you know there is one. 

Mr COWAN:  Of course I do.  We need to know where that $123 million will be spent.  We want more than just 
talk.  The rhetoric about Nannup is nonsense.  The Premier knows as well as I do that a clear commitment was 
given for Nannup, Greenbushes and a number of other areas.  Under this Government, those industry adjustment 
programs have been delayed.  I am delighted to think that $123 million will be made available; however, like 
everybody in the industry, I will believe it when I see it in the budget papers and when I see it being spent.  

DR WOOLLARD (Alfred Cove) [3.38 pm]:  This motion hinges predominantly on the word “sustainable”.  A 
sustainable industry is a good industry for the south west.  However, the only section of the industry that could 
be considered sustainable is the plantation sector.  The wider community indicated that it would no longer 
tolerate the clear-felling of trees that are hundreds of years old for base purposes such as woodchipping or to 
make charcoal.  We must focus our attention on most of the residual native forests and the extensive plantations 
in our south west.  Our native forests consist largely of karri, jarrah and marri trees.  None of these trees has a 
growth rate that even remotely matches the growth rate of the plantation timber species.  In that respect, Western 
Australian native species are not suitable for a sustainable timber industry.  Any claims that we should continue a 
policy that focuses on logging our state native forests is misleading and takes us down a pathway to disaster for 
the south west communities that are looking forward to a sustainable future based on the timber industry.  
Plantation timber species are doing very well in Western Australia.  There are various views on the volume of 
timber available, but a reliable estimate is that the blue gum plantations in Western Australia could supply the 
entire need of the Australian woodchip industry within five years.  One of our forestry experts recently won a 
prize for furniture produced from a 12-year-old blue gum.  It is possible to use plantation timber as a 
replacement for every conceivable purpose for which our native species is considered.  If we are planning a 
sustainable timber industry, there is no need or justification to include our state native forests in those plans.  
One could make the cynical assumption that some of the big players, both within government departments and 
the industry, might perceive our state native forest to be a wasted resource if they are not logged.  They might 
construct arguments to continue logging the forests so they can turn them into plantations. 

This motion is timely.  This week, Australian Plantation Timber Ltd collapsed because of a liquidity crisis partly 
caused by changes in taxation policy.  The collapse has caused the loss of about 100 jobs in the central south 
west around Bridgetown.  In some instances, plantation timber workers earn 25 per cent more than their 
counterparts who work in the native forests.  The future lies in the plantation sector.  It is not sustainable to log 
native forests, particularly by clear-felling.  If we are truly concerned about the long-term future of south west 
communities we must take a rational view of the nature of the trees that can sustain a timber industry.  The 
growth rates of jarrah, karri, marri and wandoo are too slow to support a sustainable industry.  Western Australia 
is blessed with vast areas of land, much of which has been degraded through inappropriate agricultural practices 
and land clearing.  The extension of agro-forestry into the wheatbelt has so many additional benefits that it can 
be justified in its own right without the additional benefits of making a contribution to timber production.  
Timber is an important Western Australian product.  Let us all work together to preserve jarrah for the very best 
quality furniture so its wonderful appearance can be fully appreciated and leave our karri forests to grow for their 
majesty and tourism potential. 

Amendment put and passed. 

Motion, as Amended 

Question put and passed. 
 


